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.;McNeese State University rolls over the Golden Knights in 49-7 trouncing -p. 20

b.lition increase, BOR
by JOE CHABUS
Staff writer
The saga of 1996 tuition increases came to the forefront Thursday at UCF when State Representalive Bob Brooks (R), (District 35),
spoke at a town meeting sponsored
by the Student Government Association.
Brooks illustrated the good
and bad points of the Florida Board
pf Regents' (BOR) recommended
10 percent tuition increase for statesupported universities.
Although the final vote by
)state legislators will occur in March,
1996, Brooks supports the increase,
and took advantage of the town
·>meeting forum to say why he feels
more money is necessary for
Florida's public universities.
)
According to Brooks, all student tuition goes to the state, and the
state distributes the money to the
-,,public universities based on need.
However, funds raised with
the IO percent tuition increase will
go directly to the school, thus, in1
creased tuition from UCF students
wi11 be utilized for activities that are
thought to be most important on
campus.
Student Body Vice President
Frank Amaros said that a committee
consisting of students and faculty
will decide where the new funds
wi11 be allocated.

Amaros added that this same
committee will determine how much
UCF should ask for in tuition increases using I 0 percent as a maximum.
Although unlikely, this committee could actually decide there is
no need for a tuition increase at all.
When the Florida Student
Association (FSA) held a ra1ly at the
UCF Arena two weeks ago protesting tuition increases, FSA Chairman Larry Tait said the BORand
state legislators are showing indifference to education in Florida since
they are taking funds away from
students who can't afford to attend
public universities.
While Brooks says that he
appreciates the importance of higher
education, the Florida residents do
not want a tax increase, and there is
only so much room to work with in
the state's $39 billion budget.
Currently, Florida ranks near
the bottom of all states for the amount
paid per student for their college
education.
"We as legislators need tO put
increased priority in getting more
funds for education,'_' Brooks said.
"But with a limited budget, we need
a larger part to come from the students. However, the national average of what the student pays in
Florida is still quite low, and we
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see MEETING, page 2
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Education, programming key to UCF profes5or wins national
'UCF's crime prevention efforts accounting education award
'> by JOHN DYSERT
Managing editor

Sgt. torn Gorbas of the UCF Police
Department is proud to assert that UCF is the
safest state university in Florida with an enrollment ove1 20,000.
)
Statistics back up the department's
crime prevention unit coordinator.
The 1994editionof"CrimeintheUnited
) States" shows th~t in 1993, UCF had 508
crimes committed on campus.
This compares with 2,893 crimes at the
> University of Florida, 2,022 crimes at the
University of South Florida, 1,700 crimes at
Florida State University and 886 crimes at
:-. Florida International University.
UCF's crime totals actually compare
favorably to Florida's smaller state universities.
Florida Atlantic University ( 14,673 en1

rolled) reported 484 crimes in 1993, the University of North Fforida (9,073 enrolled) reported 294crimes and ihe University of West
Florida (7 ,521 enrolled) reported 226 crimes.
UCF currently has 25,~63 students enrolled, and had 21,424 students when the
report was published .
The crimes referred to in the report
include murder, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, property crime, burglary, larceny/theft, motor vehicle theft and arson.
Even though UCF is a "safe" campus,
Gorbas cautions students not to become complacent-because crime, he says, can happen_
to anyone, anytime.
.
This is the message the UCFPD wants
to communicate to students this week during
Crime Prevention Week, which kicked off at
UCFMonday.

Meredith lnglesby comes to the 'Cabaret' - F-2

see CRIME, page 2

by NICOLE KING
Contributing writer

UCF Accounting Professor Marilyn
Zarzeski has achieved national recognition.
The Association of Chartered Accountants in the United States has named
her the recipient of the I 0th annual International Accounting and Auditing Education
Award.
Of the twenty research papers submitted nationally, Zarzeski's paper was the
only winner.
"The School of Accounting is very
proud of Marilyn's receiving of this presti gious award," UCF Accounting Chair Andrew Judd said. "This is an excellent transition from doctoral studies to the field of
academic research. It is truly an accom~lishment, considering tl~at Professor

Zarzeski teaches four different classes at
both the Brevard and main campuses."
Her paper, titled "International Accounting Standards: Cultural-Driven, Market-Drivef!, or Regulatory-Driven?" examined the relationship between cultural influences and the amount of disclosure provided by companies.
Zarzeski found that the more secretive (family controlled or closely-held) a
company is, the less information it discloses in its financial statements and segment reports, thereby limiting its profitability.
Where as ifacompany is internationally established, it tends to reveal more .
about its financial transactions in the hope
that it will fare .better in the international
market, she said.
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Humor serious business for UCF professor Educating students top priority •
television major in college, was offered a job as a channel 9 news
anchor.
''The old news, weather and
sports never did anything for me,"
he said.
He also dabbled in film but
determined that producing didn't
enable him to be his ow·n person.
He then started public speaking while working with Martin
Marietta, an aerospace corporation.
Public speaking made him
the "producer, the director, the camera, the lighting," enabling him to
expand his own creativity.
Wycoff then came to UCF

by SAMANTHA KA TES
Staff writer
Gone are the days of long ,
boring and dull lectures. That is, if
you are a student in Edgar Wycoff s
Humor in Communication class.
Wycoff, a communications
professor at UCF, has always been
interested or involved with humor.
He tries to incorporate humor into
his lectures to make the topics more
exciting.
He never jntended to make a
career of making people laugh- it
just carrie naturally to him.
Wycoff, who was a radio and

Student Legal .Services
Problems With:
•Landlords
• lnsurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets
Need:
··A Will
•A Name Change
• Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides fr~e -·
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students . .
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 227
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee

by the Student Government Association

BOSS'sDAY
OGT.16
7

BeyrJ/l~~ftefor

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE

FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS

free sihg· l~; rose

UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765

boq~uet

(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177
We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!

Show Student ID and
Get a 10% Discount
.__~~~~~~~~~-t

IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS .
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal Consultations

Oct. 21st

Sweetest <Day
Every once in a while, that special
someone needs a reminder
that they're special.

for UCPs Crime Prevention Unit •

(then Florida Technological University) and taught courses in business communication, leadership and from CRIME, page 1
speech composition.
It wasn't long however, until always caution students to never be
he fumbled with the idea of a spe- too cautious - to never take things
cific course on humor.
for granted," Gorbas said. "We try
After drafting an outline and to remind them of this, and we offer
turning it over to the university, the programs and conduct promotions
course was approved as a credit that hopefully keep the campus comcourse - the first of its kind in the munity as informed on crime precountry.
·vention as possible." .
The C<?urse was immediately
The UCFPD continually
filled with students eager to enrich gives seminars and hands out flyers
their knowledge of humor. This to educate UCF students, faculty
year, the course celebrates its 21st and staff on crime prevention tips
anniversary.
and other ways to prevent negative
Wycoff has become the fore- situations.
ru.nner in this field and has been
In addition, the department
contacted by many other universi- has six patrolmen and eight bities who wish to follow suit.
cycle patrol officers monitoring
Currently, thereareoverlOO UCF at all times, and they can
colleges and universities who offer reach the scene of an emergency
similar courses.
anywhere on campus in a matter
Although humor is an emerg- of seconds, Gorbas said.
ing field of study, there has never .
The Resident Hall Auxik
been sufficient resources to use a iary Patrols and Library Patrols
tool to accompany the course, he --who are trained by the UCFPD
said.
·
- also work to prevent crime on
Over the years, Wycoff has campus.
used many books in the course but
These efforts have led to
has never felt satisfied with them. UCF's low crime rate over the
Some texts were excellent years, Gorbas said, but there are
for humor writing techniques, he other factors involved as well.
sai.d, -but contained nothing about
"The fact that UCF is largely
history or theory.
a commuter school and also that
Other books lacked the abil- we're so far removed from downity to administer tests, he added.
town Orlando definitely., plays a
Wycoff toyed with the idea role in the safety of our campus,"
ofwritingaoook,buttheideanever Gorbas said. "We also have a
actually came to fruition until this strong base of concerned citizens
1 on campus that make our job easier ·
past summer.
His proposed t~xt will show by helping us distribute crime prehow humor affects our lives and vention information.''
Gorbas saict theft is the most
communication, and directs students to develop their humorous 1 - - - -- - - -

;.~c!~. conversation

and perfor-

He hopes the text will reveal
how fundamental humor effects our
everyday lives.
"I discovered that humor
could be a palatable way of telling
people about their problems, and
adapted that to treating the foibles
of communicating in business," he
said.
Wycoff also believes that humor can cure ailments.
He is often interested in the
different studies and examples proving that even the most_ill, given the
proper exposure to humor and
laughter, can be cured.
Wycoff dedicates the second
chapter of his book to the use of
humor in physical health.
"Laughter may be a physical
remnant," Wycoff. says.
Wycoff is not yet finished
with the writing of the book.

prevalent crime at UCF, comprising nearly half of the reported
crimes.
"The goal of the crime prevention unit is to continually strive
to maintain a quality of life where
students can learn and work in a
safe, worry free environment,"
Gorbas said. "Prevention is the
key word here- so many crimes
can be prevented if people would
take precautions and exercise
some common sense.
"People can never afford to
lay down there guards. Yes, we
have a safe campus at UCF, but I
urge people to always be careful,
because you never know what can
happen."
Crime Prevention Week
activities:
Wednesday (Lake Claire
Commons Building, 10 p.m.) .UCFPD Officer Jeannette Meese
will present "Operation ldentification" training to all the RA's in
the Student Lake Claire Apartments. TheRA's will be instructed
on how to help the student residents use an engraving tool and
how to record personal property.
Thursday (Student Green
area, 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.) - The
UCF Police Officer Bike Patrol
Unit will demonstrate police bicycle techniques and maneuvers.
Friday - (UCF Creative
School) Sgt. Gorbas will
present training to children
(ages 4-6) for the use of the 9telephone
system.
1-1
Children's 9-1-1 guide books
will be handed out.

Brooks supports tuition increase
from

MEETING, page 1

need to utilize those dollars better for students."
Approximate] y 30 students
attended the town .meeting, and
Brooks answered questions from
the audience. ·
He reiterated that if it is
decided that the money stays at
the local universities, and it is
utilized by students having direct
input into it's spending, he would
vote in support of its passing in
the spring.
"I haven't poled enough of
my fellow legislators yet to know
if it the BOR's recommendation
will succeed," Brooks said. "I
think there is a reasonable ch.ance
of the tuition increase passing,
though."

Senate Run-Off Election
Results:
From the College of Arts
and Sciences: Jodi Whitten defeated Kimberly Darovec.
From the College of Business: Todd Pingaro defeated Chris
Cupolo; Dan Smith defeated Chris
Schroeder; Nicole Metzger defeated John Henderson; Johnny
Chang defeated Mike Menahem;
and Brittany Tallon defeated
Wendy Justice.
From the College of Engineering: Mike Wigand defeated
Jason Kennedy .
From the College of Health
and Public Affairs: Jennifer
Noggle defeated Jason Turoff;
Kevin Koenig defeated Chris
Raesly; and Karen Barberdefeated
Matthew Artzt.
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WELCOME BACK TO UCF
STUDENTS.AND FACULTY
AMERICA'S VALUE MENU
OPEN AFTER MIDNIGHT

RECEIVE

•

1Oo/o DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF l.D.

.---------------,
FREE SUB

I
BUY ANY FULL SIZE SUB
I
I
. AND GET A JUNIOR FREE
I
G R I L L
AVAILABLE AT THESE
I
·
I
MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95
I
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFi=ER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I

_______________ ..

G R I LL

•

l"'-'j:R'EE D'Ri'Ni< '& F°RiES 1
1
1

FREi: 20oz DRINK AND SMALL FRIES
WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
L
OR CH!CKEN PITA
AVAILABLE AT THESE MIAM! SUBS GRILL:
0

I

•

I
IG R I L
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
. I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31 ·95
I
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I

______________ ..
.,
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The Student Government Column

last Thursday night, where District
35 Representative Bob Brooks
spoke. This was an excellent opportunity to learn what is going on in
READ ME! Now that I have Congress and express your opinyourattention, take a few minutes to ions concerning your education.
~atch up on all of the great things
Keep your eye out for the next SGA
happening in Student Government! sponsored event!
As you know, UCF has just experiOne of the platform goals of
~need its 28th Student Senatorial
the Torregrosa/Amoros campaign
elections. Did you catch all of the is community involvement. On
campaigning and little pieces of Tuesday Sept. 26, a group of SG
paper flying all around campus? If members attended the Metro Oryou made it through all of the eager Ian do Urban League Luncheon
candidates and ventured into the where the featured speaker was the
tents to vote, SGA would like to US Ambassador to Australia. Presithank you for your support. Thanks dent Miguel Torregrosa sits on the
to you, UCF saw one of the largest Urban League Board to provide a
votertumouts in its election history. better community for Orlando's
~he first Senate meeting will be
underprivileged families. This iSJUSt
held in the Wild Pizza on Thursday one more of the ways that SGA
October 5, 1995 at 7.00 PM. These provides a link between Orlando
ware OPEN meetings. That means and the UCF campus.
that you should attend and take part
GO KNIGHTS!!! A big
in the allocation of your A&SF fees. CONGRATULATIONS goes out
I hope you have been keeping to the UCF football team for the
up on the Congressional financial awesome game against FSU. This
aid cuts. If you haven't, don't worry thank you is also extended to all of
because SGA has doHe tMfto9)JJil. u thelftlns.that took the road trip up to
Under the leadership of the Florida Tallahassee to support our team.
Student's Association (FSA), SG's The turnout was tremendous. Keep
own UCF Student Lobbyist Debbie the BLACK and GOLD spirit go'llGarcia has been busy preparing let- 1hg!
SGA is coming of the heels of
ters to Congress. A form letter has
been prepared for students to fill out d1vers1ty week, which we helped to
and voice their concerns to Con- sponsor. Hopefully you had a chance
gress. This cut affects ALL OF US to catch some of the activ1t1es that
in some way, regardless of your ~eoffered. This week was agreat
financial aid status. Come by the opportunity to learn about the many
SGA office and tell us your frustra- cultures that exist on our campus!
Catching up with the clubs
tions on the matter! SGA also sponsored the recent town hall rneetmg and organizations on campus, Oc-

by Melissa Lawrence
Director of Communications and
Public Relations

tober is HASA' s Hispanic A wareness month! TheHispanicAmerican Student Association kicks off
its exciting calendar of events on
Oct. 2 at the reflection pond. The
kick-off festivities begin at 11 :30
AM. Watch out for upcoming
events, and go out and join HASA
in celebrating the ~ispanic American culture!

CALLING ALL CLUBS
AND ORGANIZATIONS!!! If
you would like SG to spotlight an
event for your club, or if you want
us to know what your organization is up to, drop by the Student
Government offices, S.C Room
155, and see Martha Arias, C&O
Advocate. She will be more than
nappy to help you out. Martha IS
also the one that you would go to
for $$$$$ various funding! See
you all soon!
HEY, did you know that
SGA has decided to participate in
a recreational activity. To help us
promote a little camaraderie between the executive branch, and
to show UCF that we are coordinated outside of the office, we
have teamed up to engage in a
team sport. We happened to
choose volleyball, so for all of the
intramural volleyball teams out
there, Good Luck!!
Remember that SGA is here
for your benefit. We are working
hard on "Opening Doors to Your
Future." Good Luck to the UCF
football team this week at home
against Samford. Go out and support your Knights!

282-0505

$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Deliver!

25¢Wings
Monday - Friday 11 - 5
All Day and Night Saturday
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UCF Professor wins national award
from PROFESSOR, page 1

She also found that the
United States has the most accounting rules and gives more details in its accounting reports than
any other country in the world.
According to Zarzeski, there
are many top-ranking business professionals who would like to see
accounting rules harmonized into
one set of general regulations
which would apply to international
companies and small, national
companies, equally.
She feels that a basic set of
accounting rules should be established but not applied to all corn~
panies.
"Why should we impose
rules upon smaller companies in
say, France or Germany, when full
disclosure is obviously to their benefit because it will bring them a
lower cost of capital?" Zarzeski
said. "It is widely conjectured that
the secretive companies do not
obtain low costs as do the more
open ones."
Not only did Zarzeski win
$2,500 and an all-expense paid
trip to New York City to attend the
ACAUS annual dinner, her research results have caused quite
an uproar.
The question of whether or
not foreign companies should be
forced into full disclosure when
they enter the American market is
being hotly debated. ·
American business execu-

tives feel that the foreign companies should have to adhere to the
same strict disclosure rules that
they face everyday.
Zarzeski not only won the
respect ofUCF and the Association of Chartered Accountants in
the United States but has also
brought recognition to the School
of Accounting as well.
"Most people don't realize
that UCF has the 16th largest
undergraduate program in the
United States," Judd said. "Professor Zarzeski's award has
brought acknowledgment to the
school's size and quality."
Zarzeski obtained her
Florida certified public accountant license in 1978.
She is a member of several
accounting organizations, including the Florida Institute of
CPA's, American Accounting
Association, th.e Florida Association of Accounting Educators,
the ,.Acadern y of International
Business and the International
Association for Accounting Education and Research .
Prior to coming to UCF
last year, Zarzeski held accounting, internal auditing and marketing positions with Keller Industries, Flagship Banks Inc.,
American Express and CIGNA.
She also taught accounting at Barry University in Miami .
Shores for seven years before
receiving her doctoral degree
from the University of Florida.

Look what's inside every
- f"v/V
\:._NEW
box of CAB!
I

- -1MPROVEh
TASTE!~
Lighter, Crispier
Texture J

l/\A

•'

Nu t-r it ion Facts

.

•

September 26 - October 3, 1995
Tuesday 26
Tuesday Knight Live: Geri Jewell (Comedy)
Student Activities Center 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday 27
Movie: The Basketball Diaries
Student Activities Center 6:30 & 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1
Movie: Little Women
Student Activities Center 6:30 p.m. & 9:00 p~m.
Tuesday 3
Tuesday Knight Live: Craig Karges (Novelty)
Student Activities Center 8:00 p.m.

For more info. call

•

...

•
•

•

823 - 6471
•

Nutritious sweetened Corn & Oat Cereal

Made rn

/\merrca
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. UCF/FSU game gamers respect for
. Golden Knights' football program
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Staff writer

the Knights exposure. Or is there?
Could this game be the start of a
great relationship between the two
schools?"
"The University of Central
Florida, located in the powerbelt
of the state, figures to be an up and
comer. .. this game may be the beginning of a healthy relationship
between the two in-state
schools ...And maybe someday,
when UCF inevitably grows into
a Goliath, someone will credit this
game as the program's beginning."
Osceola, Sept. 22, I 995, a
Tallahassee sports weekly

We gave them something
to talk about!
BEFORE THE GAME:
"Does Doak Campbell Stadium have a triple-digit
, scoreboard? Did FSU coach
Bobby Bowden send an apology
letter in advance? The joyride is
expected to continue for No. I
Florida State - they're 62-point
favorites - against Central
Florida."
USA TODAY, Sept. 22,
1995
"Bobby Bowden has had
AFTER THE GAME:
' plenty of time to think about Mi"UCF immediately demonami - oops UCF."
strated its sass by winning the
FSU coach Bobby Bowden coin toss and declining to receive.
- "I think a lot of Marquette FSU scored its first touchdown in
Smith. He was a fine player in his '' 1:40. UCF answered with a touchbrief time with us, andl..know he down in 1:24. Take that!"
"Don't feel too sorry for the
can't wait to get tip here and snow
,,the FSU fans and remind them of University of Central Florida. Th~
what he ('.an do ."
Knights received national recognition and a $240,000 paycheck
Florida Flambeau, Sept.
22, 1995, (FSU student newspa- for its46- l 4 loss to Florida State."
per)
The Tampa Tribune -Times,
" ... there is nothing now for Sept. 24, 1995
the Seminoles to gain by giving
"It was a golden . night for

the Golden Knights. A mg ht when
the upstarts gave as good as they
got, attacked with persistence and
intelligence and, for the first time
in 1995, made the No. 1 ranked
college football team in America
look normal... the Golden Knights
were relentless, the way any aspiring football team needs to
be ... They (the Seminoles and their
coaches) should remember the
passion Central Florida played
this football game. Even though
smart alecks from here to Las Vegas didn't give them a ch.ance,
they (UCF) threw a scare into
FSU."
UCF
coach
Gen·e
McDowell - "The happiest
moment in the game is when
they tried to run it up and our
kids wouldn't let them."
Tallahassee Democrat, ·
Sept. 24, 1995
"Despite what the final
scoreboard read, the Knights
left the stadium with alm·ost all
of its 6,000 fans on their feet
cheering and the school band
playing."
The Orlando Sentinel,
Sept. 24, 1995

take

KaP.lan and get
a higher score...

Classes starting soon - call now!

•f1A5) ~\'Jr!~

<3 ill> I Mffl\.
More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

• The Lowest
Student,· Youth ft Budget Airf11res
• Eurail Passes issued on the spot!
•Adventure Tours • Budget Accommodations
• International Student, Teacher & Youth ID
• Hostel Member~hips
• Language Programs Worldwide
•Work Abroad .programs & More!

::• tie@NllTravel
"1'¥"'M'ili''•M'"'"'''"''
~.
"
:
••

• CiEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange

:
•

•

Internet: http //www c1ee.org/cts/ctshome.htm E-mail: cts@ciee.org •

1-800-2-COUNCIL ·
1-800-226-8624

NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

Grand Opening Special
~5

off Full Set of Nails
$35. 1 month unJimited tanning
1 free tan with full set of nails
00

1011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO
365-9755
.
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Do you think that UCF has reached ethnic equality?

·. .. POSilrlON .·• '.

. AVAILABILEI . ·.

. -·, .,

..

. .·FOR

·

A~~ ~TANT 'N~O™AT ON

Correction:
O~

Sept. 26, The Central Florida Future mistakenly reported that Brett
Cooper won seat three of the College of Education Senate seat. However,
Deborah Moyar won by a margin of 71 to 62. We regret the mrstake.

TtCHNOlOGY ~rte Al ~T

tlRLANDD ttUTDUURS
Suaalies

The Family

For The

Camping

Adventurous
Exalorer

Store

Mon-Sat
9am-7pm

8525 East Colonial Dr. • Orlando, R 82807
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

-~est
.

I

Mexican

Fo~d

jn Central Florida

DAILY SPECIALS

i

(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

1

<$1.oo ICBIOUSE DRAFT &$2.00 MARGARITA? ;

I

~----··~-~59-133~ ~

_J

The Central Florida Future

Club Info
I

UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
11 am PH 115 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
Works Trailer room IOI.
Everyone is welcome.
Info: 657-0614

>

LAE Mtg Oct. 5 4:30 pm Rm
PH 221 Special Agent Miller of
FDLE will be speaking. Everyone is invited. Those interested
please attend.

,

Roommates
Moving to Tallahassee? Female
needs apt. to share
Kelly 380-6485

Classifieds

Associates: Earn S700 to $2100
your/ I st week increase
expotentially from there. PT/FT.
Have been booking travel for
several fortune 500 companies:
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and CocaCola. This is the most rock solid
opportunity you're going to find.
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436

PHONE REPRESENTATIVES
Earn 3 elective credit hours with
approval from the Cooperative
Education Program or the College
of Business. Our UCF/Research
Park facility is open! We have
day, evening, and weekend
flexible shifts available. Norrell
Services is looking for motivated,
energetic individuals with
excellent communica,tion skills
and a desire to succeed. We offer
$7.00 per hour base salary;
monthly team, completion and
referral bonuses, paid training,
paid vacation, and a great working
environment! Call Troy at Norrell
Services today for an immediate
appointment! 384-8549. Norrell
Services, EQE, ADA, No fee.

No Gimmicks
Extra income now!
Envelope Stuffing - $600 - $800
every week. Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
19515 Tom Ball Parkway, Suite
185 Houston, Texas 77070

Looking for experienced Server
w/ great attitude. Bartending exp
a plus. Country club atmosphere
Pff=Great hours for a student.
876-11 12 ask for M?rgaret

,

Creative Business Opportunity
earn income worklng at home.
Babysitter, Mon, Wed, Fri I 0-6 Send $1.00 & SASE to OpportuniOviedo area. References Req. Call ties 12076 Descartes Ct. Orlando,
Fl 32826
anytime 365-7866
i

MONE~

FOR COL.L.EC1E

Billions to be claimed
All students quality
$350 guaranteed
for a nominal processing fee

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973

I

---

Sally's special limited program for
students and residents. Calf Walter
297-8400.

Delta Sigma Pi would like to
congradulate our newest pledges:
Brian Ball, Carol Bessette, Cathy
Boczar, Michelle Cintron, Julie
Clements, Ang~la Dudones, Bryan
Dudones, Robert Germano, Shane
Gilbert, Vivian Gonzalez, Micah
Haney, Ang!e Lohnes,.Marco
Morosi, Brad Necrason, Josh
Stodart, Daitaro Sugawara.

... Services
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735

U.C.F. senior Michelle Miller,
L.M.T., is offering therapeutic
and c:elaxational professional
massage at a special discount rate
for U.C.F. students, faculty and
staff of $25 per one hour session. Call for an appointment.
623-9544
MM0013520

---·············-
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FREE
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SUB
:
THE PURCHASE OF A 6" SUl3 I

IOF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE AND I
ITHE PURCHASE OF A ANY DRINK I

I
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'Offar Expira.s·NOVeMBeR 1.5,199.5 Phone 277-3350 '

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information.
·
-~·-·--

Devoted Christian Man, 33,
degreed professional, fit &
attractive. Seeking Christian
woman, 24-34, never married.
Send letter & photo to: PO Box
780336, Orlando, Fl 32878

*I

YI Price[ess <jift - - -1 •I

r--

Need help in: Algedra, Calculus,
Physics, Chemistry, Statistics.
Computr Programming, Engineering
Core. Call Jim at 657-6337

Licensed Massage Therapist

Sleeper sofa $150, new matress ,
double pompason seat $65, 2
tables $2 hmps, $50 set dresser
$10 and other items. Call 2777883 or 236-5168 (w)

I

Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous:

Tutors

Bed-Queen or Full Set
NEVER USED MUST SELL!
$135.00 pager 570-6378

Word Processing/ Editing/
Desktop Publishing
Pam Beasley - 365-2569

GMAT review software $35,
Smith Corona word processor
$100, Body by Jake firmflex with
video $75, weight bench with I 75
lb. $40 Ron Jon boogie board
$1 0 Call 679-5963

Help Wanted

. . FREE

For Sale

October 3, 1995
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Classified Advertising Form
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P1~a;;;~koneof~'::,.~J wing'__ea,poo1
0

_For Sale
·_Singles

_SeT"Vices
_Tutors

_Autos
_Roommates

·----·-----.-----·· I

_Greek corner
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

_Cash

_Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.

-----r~-----------------------

---------------------------~--

during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) - - - - - - - - - RATES: $1 per li!le for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and "
copy of check to ( 407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.
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Name, address, and phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - -~ ------------------------------------~
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Coming Next Issue:
O Ron Hendershot, guest
columnist-talks about suicide.
O Darren Crovitz, fishing in a
~ull canal-about the steaming
environmentalists.
O David Swartz; a little twistwith the first of a two part saga,
all about speed.
O More letters to the
keep them coming!

Editor~

The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters and articles. Submissions r:nay be brought to
ouroffices on disk, Faxed to 823-9495, or E-maiied
to the editor at patfox@eWorld.com. Call for details. Call now. Call often.
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UCF
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.Education not the only feared target for cuts
In a recent mailing by
the Sierra Club, this environmental group with some
550,000 members frantically
describes a variety of environmental threats caused by "the
anti-environmental Congress." While I would never
accept the claims of any interas I know, the problem was never remedied, despite the hours
est group as gospel, I feel it is
of wages that were spent on processing the problem.
important to relay some of the most critical information
Once, when I attempted to resister to vote in Winter
contained in this plea for help.
· Springs, the office in City Hail was unable to tell me from my
· The mailing specifically targets a numberof politicians, address what precinct I lived .in.
who the Sierra Club feel are the most radical of the antiThese are but a few examples of the shear stupidity that
enviro.nmentalists, including:
is clearly _prevalent in the bureaucracy we fondly call Big
• Newt Ginrich, because his Contract with America is Government. It is unfortunate at best, a travesty at worst, that
"loaded with promises to weaken or eliminate our most the message of the people in the last elections was somehow
·critical environmental laws and' protection."
. mystically translated from "STOP THE STUPIDITY" to
•Donyoung,Alaska,becauseasChairmanoftheHouse "Stop spending money on education, help for the poor, the
Resources Committee, he. "vows to gut the Endangered Spe- elderly and the environment." This is just about the finest
cies Act and block future wilderness bills."
example of how deplorable the state ofrepresentation can be.
•Frank Murkowski, also from Alaska, because he "has
It is perhaps even sadder that the apathy of the country,
pledged to open the Artie National Wildlife Refuge to oil and the unwillingness to dedicate the 10 minutes it would take
drilling and exploratiOn."
·
to write our representatives and really educate them on what
• James Hansen, Utah, because he - - - - - - - - - - - we actually do want, allows it to continue.
"threatened to start closing down national
If even asmall fraction of the interest
parks, including the Great Basin National
generated by the O.J. trial, or the Super
Park on the Utah-Nevada border, of which
Was
Bowl could be channelled into our govemhe says, "If you've been there once, you
ment, we could all stop complaining about
don't need to go again."
what is happening and change it.
What ihe mailing pointed out, and
Unfortunately, our society is one in
what I believe is easily the actual case, is the
which the American Dream of success igunfortunate bi-product of .cutting govern~I'
nores the later costs. In om'. quest to be a
"~OP
mental reg~lations is ~ften the undesirable
successful business person, we forsake the
effectoflosmgprotect10n, of some form, of
.
earth that is the vehicle of our lives. And the
something important to all ofus.
.
government, in its interest in a healthy,
While the Republicans in Congress
growing economy does the same.
have vowed to balance the budget, they
Everything comes withacost. We all
unfortunatelyhavenotmanagedtocomeup
hear how we should buy Americ;an cars,
with a way of increasing efficiency at a
even though foreign cars are more fuel
~owerc~st,ratherthaneliminatingorred~cefficient. A more fuel efficient car emits
mg services that are needed.
less pollution per mile. Think about it. So
I am sure I am not alone in my frustrawhat if we clear-cut forests? So what if we
tion.Ithinkanyonewhohashadanycontact
pollute the air and water? We'll make big
· with a federal agency has been thebruntofaLaurel and Hardy bucks while we do it. So what if we fish our oceans dry? So
scene, in which the only reason the adventure wasn't com- what?
pletely hilarious, is because we were the victims of the joke.
We all think that somehow it won't make a difference
Allow me to give some..~xamples. While the govern- in our lifetime, and so we just continue to allow it. Well here's
ment. is complaining about the cost of medical care to our the news flash: It will make a difference in our lifetime. When
elderly, needless procedures are costing mill_ions.My mother, we were kids, we could spend a day on the beach without
for example, was given a $900.00 test to see if a $75 procedure putting on SPF 32 ! Have you not noticed this? When we were
would be necessary after surgery. The $75 procedure was .kids, if we were graced with the likes of a dad who enjoyed
simply a breathing treatment of warm, moist air with a fishing, we could go fishing, and eat the catch for dinner.
· medication to lower phloem. The government picked up the When we were kids, we could swim in a lake without the fear
~.
.
of some bacterial poisoning..
Some years ago, through a fluke, I discovered someone
And if all of this doesn't make you think, then you
else's Social Security deposits were going into my account. I should consider that those good.old days were not so long ago.
atteJTipted to ·rectify the problem, sat in Jine several hours, We're all young, with three times the years ahead of us as
spoke to several people, and the end result was receiving a new behind us. Our apathy could produce a world that js three times
social security card (with the same number) in the mail. So far as lethal as the chan.ges we've already seen. Don't allow it.

The message of
the people
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Congressional Majority's proposed cuts Politically Correct go too
to Education-a letter from the President far-rewriting the Bible
PRESIDENT

Bill Clinton

~
::::::...·•·•·

the hunting. Colleges are only the
tip of the iceberg. The September
The politically correct- the 25, 1995 National Review details
oh-so-noble, self-proclaimed cham- the Orwellian PC influence in elpions of "equality" and "diversity" ementary schools. I could go on and
- are at it again. This time, they on, but space is limited.
What racial incidents will be
have proven that nothing is sacred.
Political correctness, also known as prevented or quelled by this hyper- ·
political cleansing, has given unto sensitivity •. intimidation, and out~s The New Testament and Psalms:
right insanity? Will the "glass ceilAn Inclusive Version. It is, literally, ing" in the ~orkplace be cracked
the politically correct Bible.
one micron by these ludicrous sociGod the Father is now the etal prescriptions? Because of the
"Father-Mother." God's right hand PC Thought Police, wj)J one less
has been changed to "mighty hand" true racist come into being? Will PC
to avoid offending southpaws. Jesus atrocities make any bigoted emChrist is no longer the Son of Man, ployer grow a brain and hire quali- '
·: but "the human one." Because of an tied people regardless of race, relialleged negative racial connotation, gion or sex? Will race relations as a
"darkness" is not equated with evil. whole improve because of PC?NO.
Now, are there any left- Racism and political correctness
handerswhowereoffendedby"right may appear to be at odds, but they
hand of God" and are glad that the are two heads on the same hydra.
Pitifully Correct have come to their Here are truths ce.ntrar to. them:
rescue? Are there any BlackAmeri1. The politic~Jly correct seek!.
cans who took umbrage attheBible' s to stifle dissenting views; racists
use of the word "darkness"? Am L als_o want to silence all who disagree
the only one who is aghast at this with th~m. Both brand their opponents as wrong, as "the enemy."
laughable PC lunacy?
IftheseersatzAmericans have
2. Thepoliticallycorrectclaim
the audacity to alter the Bible, then to embrace diversity, but In truth
they are capable of anything. De- they want to homogenize this counspite what they would have us be- try to make it fit their dystopian,
lieve, "liveandletlive"isnotpartof radical egalitarianism. Radical rnctheir philosophy. They want to im- · ists have the same angle-to erase
hue Americans with the tenets and humanity's diverse peoples in favor
of their own.
lexicon of political correctness.
My felJow Americans, please
3. Thepoliticallycorrectwant
listen, learn and read on: Political a utopia where only their mindsets
correctness is not a benevolent exist. As we well kno~, racistsspeech code that has just gotten a notablywhitesupremadsts-have
'
bad rap. It is just as wrong as rac- the same goal.
ism. The Pitifully Correct wish to
. 4. Finally, the politi_cally cortradeoneinjusticeforanother. Their rect, like racists, have no qualms
goal is not to level a playing field, about persecuting innocent people
and tarring all
but to "get even."
Ending the
.I:.: ,,,.,
members of a
use of racial and
po11uC81i1
group with the

This is a busy time for you . . come after us.
Grants by $3.4 billion. Almost
But while you are studying hard and
The facts speak for thetnone million more students
making the decisions that wiJJ help sel ves. Earnings for those with no
wou19 benefit from the scholaryou build a good life for yourself, post-secondary education have
ships. And we would raise the
the Congressional majority is work- fallen substantially in the last 15
top award to $3, 128 by the year
ing to make drastic cuts in education years. The only people for whom
2002.
- in your student loans, in national earnings have increas.ed steadily are
· • Expand Americorps to
service, and even in your scholar- people exactly like you - those
Jet even more young Ameriships. And the cuts will jeopardize Americans with more education.
cans serve their communities
the future you and - - - - - - - - - - - • Everyyearofhigher
and go to college.
education increases
• Protect our direct-lem;lyour generation are
working toward. . ·
youreamings by six
ing program, which makes stuto 12 percent. Those
dentloans more affordable, with
I want you to
know that I oppose
years also mean a
more repayment options,, and
these cuts. I will do
stronger overall
saves taxpayers, parents and
economy and richer
students billions of dollars.
everything in my
power to fight them
lives for those who
I just returned from Pearl
and to see to it that
have them.
Harbor, where I took part in cerB a I an c in g emonies marking the 50th anniverthe dream of higher
education remains
the budget will be sary of the end of the second World
good for our War. In the late 1940s, when veterreal for all Ameriand your ans we honored left their loved ones
economy
cans. I will do this
not only by defend·future if it's done to go off and serve their country,
ing the opportuniright. But simply they were the age most of you are
ties of those of you who are already balancing the budget won't do as now.
in college, but by opening the doors J)luch good in the long term if your
When they came home, the
further to make sure that even greater generation does not have the educa- country recognized their service and
numbers of deserving Americans lion it needs to meet the challenges theirpotential, and it responded wfrh
have the chance to sta'nd where you of the next century.
the G .I. Bill, which guaranteed a
Just think over what the Con- college education to every returnstand today.
For the first time in a long gressional inajority 's plan, ifit went ing veteran. Those who served
time, leaders from both parties are through, woulddotoyou,yourclass- weren't given a handout, and they
resolved that we must balance the mates,andanyoftheoneoutoftwo didn't want one. They were given
foderal.budget. From the day I took college students who receives .fed- the opportunity they needed to take
responsibility for their lives.
office, I've been committed to this era) aid. It would:
• Raisethecostofstudent
Your generation has its own
goal - to getting rid of the budget
battles to wage. You face the choice
loans by $10 billion over seven
deficit that quadrupled our national
years by charging you interest . of doing something right and diffidebt in the 12 years before I came to
on your loan while you are in
cult-orsomethingeasyandwrong.
Washington. So far, we have made
school. This
.In taking
great progress. In three years, we
have cut the deficit nearly in half,
would increase
the res~nsibility
from $290 billion to $160 billion.
thecostofac~l•
ofeducatmgyourJege education
selves, you have
Now we are ready to eliminate the deficit entirely. On this, the
by as much as
chos~n the right ethnic epithets is
·congressional majority and I see
$3, I00 for unand difficult path. not enough for the
dergraduates
it a S0 Increase& You did the work politically correct;
eye to eye.
•
But just how we get rid of the
and $9,400 for
you had to do to they .want to degraduate stuget into college. monize the "opdeficit is another matter. The majorYOU may be pressors"
dents.
ity in Congress wants to balance the
budget in seven years, and do it
• Deny up
working now _to Americans and
to360,000lowpay your way. Western civilizawhile giving an unnecessarily large
And
your family tion itself. To the
incomestudents
tax cut But in order to do these
de
s
p
e
r
a
t
e
I
y
may
have
worked politicallycorrect,
things, the Congressional majority
long hours and made great sacri- we are racists, jinneeded Pell Grants in 1996.
would make enormous cuts in edu• Shutdown Americorps,
fices to help you get where you are goists, xenophobes and despoilers.
cation.
·We males are misogynists at best,
our national service initiative,
today.
My balanced budget plan
You deserve the nation·' s sup- rapists at worst.
which gives thousands of young
would take more years than ConLet me refresh your memoport. And your future success will
people the chance to earn and
gress' to eliminate the deficit, but
ries
about
the politically correct.
save money for college while
likely repay our common investthat's a small price to pay to keep
They
are
the
architects of campus
serving their country.
ment. I do not accept the arguments
your scholarships, your student loans
newspaper
thefts
and burnings all
By contrast, my balanced bud- of those who condemn .irresponsiand national service safe and well. It
over
the
country.
They
censor and
would also preserve our ability to get plan builds on the national con- bility in young Americans and then
protect the environment and the in- sensus that we must help people seek to deny the nation's helping blacklist people who fight them.
tegrity of Medicare for our older help themselves, through the power hand to the millions of you who are Their speech codes pollute otherwise respectable universities. At one
of education. It eliminates both our doing the right things.
citizens.
.
I hope you' II support my of those, for example, they insist
Balancing lhe budget is about deficits: our budget deficit and our
more than numbers.
It's about our education deficit. My plan cuts efforts to protect education and that new students are called
1
v~lues and our futu~e. Education wasteful spending by more that $1 balance the budget. The fight for "freshpeople."
. Don'tforgettheordeal of the
has always been the currency of the nillion, but it also increases invest- education is the fight for your foAmerican Dream. When I was your ments in education by $40 billion ture. In my life-and in the lives University of Pennsylvania's Eden
of cpuntless Americans - educa- Jacobowitz, who in 1993 _shouted
age, it was assumed- based on our over the next seven years.
Think over how my balanced ti on has meant the difference be- "water buffalo" at raucous Black
long history - that each generation
would have a better life than the budget plan would he1p guarantee tween the impossible and the pos- sorority sisters. He was the victim of
preceding one. More than anything your future and all the hard work sible. It should be true in your a witch hunt that would have made
lives, too. With your help, we'll Joseph McCarthy proud, except this
else. a good education is the way we you're about to put into it. It will:
time the Communists were doing
• IncreasefundingforPell
keep it that way.
pass this vision on to those who

I will do
everything in my··
power to fight
them and to see to
it that the dream of
higher education
remains real for all
Americans

My plan cuts
wasteful spending by
more that $1 trillion
but . I .
'

invesbnents in
education by $40

billion OVer the next
&eVen years.

lb

e

cci'rrect want a utopia same brush.
•
Skeptical?
where Only fhelf Try this ~.outd
•st. As look: White
min sets eXI
Christian heterowe well know white sexual males
'
cause society's
supremacists have ills.Theyareevilth
goal
doers and plotters
e same
. whocorruptchildren ! They may
seem to be decent, but they're white
Christian heterosexual males! They
are the enemies of this nation whose
many injustices we good people
want to correct! .
Getthepoint?Replace"White
Christian heterosexual males" with
"Jews''., "blacks," "Hispanics,"
"Asians" or "homosexuals," and
viola -you have the sentiments of
a Klansman or neo-Nazi.
It is the sacred duty of good
Americanstocutoffthesetwinheads
of the hydra and apply fire to the
necks. To the misguided, handwringing PC effetes, I say: :_rhe
American people know that you do
not speak for society's "victims";
you speak only for your pitiful neoMarxist selves. Why don't you just
give up? This FREE COUNTRY
will never belong to you.
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Greeks fight back
Dear Editor,
Stirring himself into a frenzy
of sarcasm, guest columnist Darren
Crovitz recently observed that fraternity members have their fingers
"on the pulse of social piquancy."
One can be fair! y certain, after reading his tirade, that Mr. Crovitz's
fingers do not approach "the pulse
of social piquancy."
Just where his fingers do
spend most of their time is open to
speculation. After an, how many
people think of "masturbation techniques" when the phrase "cultivate
their private lives" is mentioned?
Ask Mr. Crovitz.
Ah, butnevermind that. There
are greater gaffes to contend with
here. For instance, Crovitz pounded
columnist Brynner Yee, who recently praised fraternity life, for
making "vague generalities" and
"subjective judgements." Yet, it is
hardly possible to find even a single
sentence within Crovitz 's own
scrawl which does not contain both
of these vices.
Consider some of these subjective generalizations: Crovitz accuses fraternities (he fails to mention which) of racing "with carrots
jammed in peculiarpl~ces, or passed
out in each other's pools of vomit"
or other "similarly memorable hazing experience." Greeks want nothing more than "testosterone-laden
competition and the proximity of
sorority girls." People who join fraternities merely have the goal of
"easy access to booze and casual
. sex." And so on and so forth. It was
the printed equivalent of a child
peeing in his diapers.
The most interesting revelation of ignorance was his final statement. "If you consider yourself individual enough not to need a security blanket of token friends and
feel-good beach-party antics, then
consider another outlet for your time
and energy."
Individual enough?lfCrovitz
is so secure about his own identity,
why does he see fraternities as a
threat to his individuality? Clearly
this is a problem for him. Normally,
people who are "individual enough"
are not concerned about their own
personal identities being lost in the
organizations they join.
Butdon'tlosesleepoverpoor
Darren Crovitz. He is obviously a
fragile fellow whose frail ego is
tormented by the existence of organizations which transcend his understanding. It would be unwise to
let such rubbish cloud your perception of fraternal life.
Fraternities have plenty of
good things to offer the interested
student. Like any other organization, a fraternity offers the opportunity to make new friends, participate in a range of activities, and yes,
cultivate your private life. If you
think that has anything to do with
masturbation, you need to get out
more.
Jason Bellomo
Junior, History.

Dear Editor,
Why all of a sudden have we
started "Greek Bashing"? In the
Tuesday September 19, 1995 issue
of The Central Florida Future both
Darren Crovitz, Guest Columnist
and Lawrence Ress Jar, Letter to The
Editor, decide that they have become "so called experts" on the
Greek System. I caned them "so
called experts" because it appears
that they just got done watching the
movie "Animal House," because
they have no idea what the fraternities and sororities are all about.
The Greek System has a lot of
things to offer someone who is
hundreds or possibly thousands of
miles away from home and does not
know a soul at University of Central
Florida. Crovitz missed the whole
point that Brynner Yee' s Column in
the September 5 issue was trying to
make. Some ofus did not grow up in
the area and do not already have a
social base for us to go to.
My point is this, joining a
Greek organization is a CHOICE.
Our brothers and new "recruits," as
Resslar calls them, were not forced
at gunpoint to join Kappa Sigma
Fraternity; they CHOSE to! They
CHOSE the lifestyle that goes along
with it. None of my brothers or
myself were standing at our tent
during rush week and holding guns
to the heads of our gu.es ts and tel Iing
them that they had to join. I don't
recan any other fraternities doing
that either. Contrary to what you
believe, it does not happen that way.
When you enter college, you
have a whole variety of different
CHOICES. You can make college
into what you want. Each one of us
is here to get an education, first. But
some of us want to do more than just
go to school. Now my question to
both of you is this; did you happen
to go down Greek Row during either fraternity or sorority Rush
Week? Obviously there is a great
demand to join Greek organizations.
Think about it!
I CHOSE to go Greek and
obviously you two have CHOSEN
not to. I am not going to bash the
way you spend your college careers
and please don't bash the Greek
lifestyle based on the stereotypical
views presented in movies.
Both of you need to take a
serious look at the Greek system at
UCF and then try to make an intelligent opinion.
Don'tjudge the book by it's
cover! Never know, if you read the
book-you might learn something
new. Hell, you might actually even
like it!
Stephen Wycoff
Kappa Sigma
Criminal Justice

EDITORIAL NOTE:
I'd like to thank you both for
taking the time to write to the editor.
I always appreciate the opportunity
to present both sides of an issue.
As always, all letters ar welcomed and edited for spelling and
grammar. If you have something
you'd like to address in a letter to the
editor, please feel free to E-mail me
at PatFox@eWorld.com.
Pat Fox, Opinion Editor

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

f UN DING

Political predictions for the new century
WASHINGTON,D.C.-In
what is being called by Republicans
everywhere as his greatest victory
yet, Congress approved President
Patrick Buchanan's "Leave It To
Beaver" legislative package. It is
designed to return the United Christian States of America to the values
and morals that made this nation the
great country that it is today.
This legislation is considered
to be in line with several of
Buchanan's previous Jegislati ve victories, such as the passage of the
National Religion Act, which declared Christianity the nation's official religion and outlawed all others
save Judaism; and the Minority Relocation Act, which moved all individuals of Hispanic and African origin to the newly acquired State of
Mexico, except those who signed
pledges of loyalty to the UCSA and
publicly renounced their heritage.
Conservatives Republicans
from all over the country are hailing
the legislation as the greatest thing
since the repeal of the First Amendment. Ministry Of Truth director
Rush Limbaugh said, "I told you
people years ago that the liberals
were done for, and these new laws
will be the final nail in their collective coffin." House Speaker Newt
Gingrich called the legislation "inspired," and attributed its passage to
the political shift to the right that
began with I 994s Contract With
America, "As Christian Americans,
we can al I be very proud of the work
that was done here."
Senator Edward Kennedy
(D-Mass),couldbarelycontainhimself at a recent press conference.
"President Buchanan and an the rest
of his cronies ought to be indicted as
traitors to this nation. This type of
oppression is what we fought world
War II for; my brothers died for
principles that these conservatives
readily dismiss as inconvenient."
The highlights of these new
laws include:
The .June Cleaver Act: Under this Jaw, married women are
prohibited from working outside of
the home, except as schoolteachers,
nurses or secretaries. As Ministry of
Justice director Pat Robertson explains, "By removing the burden of
fun-time employment and authority from the shoulders of women,
they can return to the purpose that
God created them for: being devoted mothers and wives. Surely,
nothing could be more American or
Christian than that." Unmarried

rector of these boards, "Everything
will be scrutinized for its content.
women could still pursue careers in Anything found·to be Un-American
other fields, but they would be re- or anti-Christian· will be eliminated
quired to give them up if they be- beforetheAmericanpoopleareever
come married or pregnant.
exposed to it. There will be no more
The Egual Rit:hts Amend- pornography or similarly repugnant
ment: This amendment to the Con- material available to our children."
stitution repeals the Civil Rights However, according to Senator Ed
Act of 1968. As explained by Vice Tyll of Florida, "Is this man a lunaPresident David Duke, "No one tic or what? You should see some of
should be guaranteed special rights the things on his hit list." Senator
on the basis of some arbitrary condi- Tyll provided a copy of the list,
tionsuchasskincolor.Finany,after which includes such 1hings as
decades 0f liberal whining, a]_I '· Newsweek; People; the nationally
Americans will be on a level play- syndicated radio program, the
ing field. Only then can we return to Philips Phile; the Koran; the Book
being the moral and forthright na- ofMormon; FOX's longest running
tion we were before the imposition television program, Married... with
of "Civil Rights" and all that Equal Children (currently in its 33rd seaOpportunity nonsense."
son); and even the latest television
The Sexual Morals Act of phenomenon, UPN's Star Trek:
2017: Like its predecessor, the Act Constitution.Wildmondeniedthese
of2008, which declared homosexu- allegations, saying that Senator Ty II
al ity a federal offense punishable by is taking everything Wi ldmon says
death, the Act of 2017 makes it a out of context.
federaloffenseforunmarriedpeople
The Maccartney Act: A
to engage in sexual activity of any simple law, it simply establishes
kind. Accor<ling to Senate Morals that the husband is the legal head of
Committee chairman Bob every household, and in every dispute, the law will find in his favor.
According to Senator O.J. Simpson
(L-Ca), ''This law was based on the
popular movement cal led the Promise Keepers.Basically, it is designed
to reinforce God's law regarding
men and their wives. It will help to
eliminate some of the nuisance cases
from our legal system, such as soPackwood, "Back in my day, people cal Jed sexual harassment and spouse
understood that sex was something abuse. I sure wish we had this around
reserved for married people. We twenty years ago," the Senatorjoked
had respect for the fact that the sole with reporters.
purpose for sex is reproduction, and
As stated so eloquently by
no good Christian would engage in President Buchanan himself on
it otherwise." First-time offenders Nightline with Benny Hinn last
would be sent to the Jesse Helms week," Conservatives have always
Memorial Christian Reeducation had a deep desire to return to the
Camp. The second offense would good old days and the values of old.
result in life sentence with no possi- Hopefully, the laws passed by this
bility of parole.
administration have shown the
The American Family En- American people what we mean by
tertainment Act: Under this law, traditional American and family
all entertainment programs, be it values. And you can be sure that
print, television, radio or virtual en- conservative Republicans everytertainment, would be subject to re- where have even more ideas on what
view by a board set up in each of the we need to do to ensure America's
53 states. As explained by the Rev- return to the path of righteousness
erend Donald Wildmon national di- and the grace of God."

The husband is the
legal head of the
household, in every

dispute, the law will
find in his favor.
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
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I Shellfish
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5 Unaccompanied
I 0 Exclusive
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14 Latvian capital
15 Donated
16 Braid
17 Iraq's neighbor
18 Smallest amount
19 Control strap
20Good buy
22 Pudding
ingredient
24 Illuminated
"25 Oriental, e.g.
26 Stated as true
30 Scattered trash
34 Command to Fido
35 Mexican title
37 Skin
38 Retain
40 Cords
42 Underground
growth
43 Medgar -(civil
rights name)
45 Ohio or Iowa
47 American Indian
48 Describe
50 Raises
52 Water nymph
54Goal
55 Mail canier
58 Referred
62 Poker stake
63 Respond
65 Ditto

66 Heavenly object
67 Certain god
68 Ireland
69 Clothes
70Unkempt
71 Matched
collections
DOWN
I Baby bed
2 Italian money
3 Culture medium
4 Mutilate
5 Shining
6 Claim against
property
7Eggs
8 Cozy places
9 Involve
10 Runner
1 l Bread spread
12 Not of the clergy
13 Sicilian mount
21 Bringsin.totheopen
23 Footed the bill
25 Taken as one's own
26 Inquired
27 Colander kin
28 Expensive
29 Son of Seth
31 Food fish
32 Overact
33 Appraises
36 Genuine
39 Publishers
41 Marked by secret
movement

\

44 Fraudulent business
scheme
46 Wicked
49 Crowns
51 Entertains
53 Anoint, old style
55 Ago
56 Aware of
57 Kind of party
58 School: abbr.
59 Challenge
60 Issue
61 Study rooms
64Brew
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The Answers

"You talkin' to me?"
-Robert De iro
Ta.ri Driver
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Hey: Conflux is Coming

Come to the 'Ca/Jaret'
O A performance
powerhouse disguised as
an art student, Meredith
lnglesby discusses her
glamorous role.
by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic
She has an almost delicate beauty
about her, nestled in the corner of an enormous sofa in the Annie Russell Theatre's
luxurious green room. She looks every bit
the art history student, which she is, a
junior at Rollins College. Perhaps a little
tired today, wearing no makeup, she speaks
softly and sips her tea.
In fact, Meredith Inglesby seems an
unlikely Sally Bowles, not-quite heroine of
the decadent musical Cabaret. A flamboyant showgirl in pre-World War II Berlin,
Sally isn't what.r.eally comes to·mind for
Ingles by, as she discusses the role in gentle
tones.
.
But patrons of the Annie Russell Theatre should know better, having seen
lnglesby prove her both her acting and
vocal. ability in last year's The Mystery of
Edwin Drood. As the naively seductive,
sometime murderess, Rosebud, Inglesby
played a character with at least one similarity to her current role.
"Sally has this very fine line between
her 'little girl' [act] and her 'sexy woman.'
There are points where she flies from one to
the other, and she covers up the little girl as
much as possible and I think I do that a lot
in my life ... it's easy to go toward the sex¥

woman ... you're protected that way."
ICs not surprising that Inglesby is a
person who considers things, especially
how to approach her character. While she
admits that "there's a lot of me in Sally,"
including her "fun, energetic" side, there
are other aspects of the role that she can't
relate to. This is especially true of how
Sally ignores the political atmosphere
around her.
"Sally can disregard it, just not pay
attention to it, whereas when I grew up, ·I
knew about the holocaust and World War II
Germany. I was al'.W'ays aware of it; Sally.
chooses not to be aware of it. She consciously decides she's not going to let it
affect her life."
Though she can't quite condone
Sally's decisions, lnglesby is making the
part her own "simply by bringing as much
honesty as I can to it, as much of my own
· feelings as I can. And that's been difficult
for me, but I'm working through that."
. If her excellent performance .in last
year's Drood can offer any hints, she will
succeed. And although she grew up in community theater_ musicals (Grease, Fame,
Guys and Dolls), lnglesby isn't looking for
an agent just yet.
"[Acting] is really just more of a
passion than anything. I don't really intend
to make it my career. It's just something I
enjoy doing."
Instead, she hopes to go to Europe
and be~ome- involved in the art industry
there, . as · the curator of a museum or a
buyer. Stili, she admits about performing
that_"if the right opportunity came up, I

Capitol Recor<IA & TiclcetataAter
iHvite -.oH to

(j)0llJF&f}}8
A Cont~t and Giveaway Celebratina

the Converaence of MMAic and Media
Log OH ••. DoH't Be Le~ Otct!
ft.Hp:/ /www. ticlcef1HC1Afer. co Ht

Sept. 25 through Oct. _13.
We're talking bigti111e prizes:
• 20,000 CDs featuring acts like Blind Melon,
Spearhead, and Cocteau Twins.
•A trip for two to see Blind Melon..
•And the Grand Prize: A free conce·rt by Everclear
on campus, and the chance for one student to
play host to the band.

So enter now: All you have to do to qualify is log onto
Ticketmaster Online (http://www.ticketmaster.com).
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see INGLESBY, F-5

WQCjf's ~reate9't ·1Knigbtof ~lap
Melon ball
Volleyball
Ultimate Nerf
Burger King Sip Off ··

Food provided by:
Pepsi
Marriott
Frito Lay
Coca Cola
Burger King
T.G. Lee Dairy
Dunkin Donuts
Domino's Pizza

RECTOBER

----.,-.~ni gbtf

es

Tug-of-War
Pajama Tube Relay

2 Headed Monster Relay

FRID-A Y~ OCTOBER 6

6 PM - MIDNIGHT
~
~~*f'S!9

Additional Sponsors:
UCF Police
Army ROTC
CB & S Bookstore

"'

HONORARY STARTER JAY BERGMAN

Sign up at Rec. Services: 823-2408
Teams: 4 men 4 women
Only the first 24 teams will .be accepted

Prizes provided by:
Fazoli's
Pizza Hut
Bagels Etc.
Wet 'n Wild
Jungle Jim's
Water Mania
Duffy's Subs
Fun 'n Wheels
UCF Baseball
Black-Eyed Pea
Kelsey's Pizzeria
Malibu Grand Prix
Walt Disney world
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by MIKE WIIlTE
Music editor

e

build a following that keeps clubs at
capacity when they come to town.
"It was a great oppurtunity
for us to get expo ed to a lot of
people," Bonaccorsi said . "Now
we're reaping the benefits."
They'll be at The Sunset
Strip tonight supporting their album North Ave. Wake Up Call.

With the success of Blues
Traveler, Dave Matthews Band,
and Cheryl Crow, Bonaccorsi likes
the Jones band's chances to get
heard in today's 'mainstream'
musical climate.
"I think it's more sincere,
that's why it's mainstream (as opposed to alternative)," Bonaccorsi

said.

F-3

from INGLESBY, F-2

would probably pursue it...
it would be a nice thing."
Her roles in Cabaret and
Drood' seem pretty time consuming for something that is just
a hobby. She laughs quietly and
agrees, "they take a lot out of
you," but is just as quick
to acknowledge that Cabaret is a show she would have
wanted to do no matter what.
"It was such as interesting
time - the way people thought,
the way they dressed, the way
they acted." Inglesby goes on to
explain that because there had
been no stock market crash in
Europe, the Berliners were still
behaving in the '_'Jive it up" manner that Americans associate with
the 1920' s. She is pleased that
Cabaret uses its setting to explore both the fun aspects and the
serious issues of the p~r1od .
"It has a real historical
background, which people can
relate'tb.'A.nd evei'y~"has their
own opinions about it." Inglesby
smiles and seems to shed her
mild-mannered persona ~or a .
minute, looking forward to the
role that lets her push more than
a few buttons.

Like many of today's 'alternative to alternative' bands the
Most bands signed out of
Freddy Jones Band will worry
Chicago in recent years focus on
about touring and not about hit
distorted guitars and pop hooks.
singles or videos. The band played
Bands like Veruca Salt, Smashing
250 shows last year and will keep
Pumpkins and Urge Overkill have
up the pace this year.
pushed the Windy City onto na"We've done a couple of
tional airwaves with this
--~=7""r.'n---..::<:~--,
videos, but nothing that
sound. But the Freddy
VH-1,"
got
on
Jones Band, a group with- ·
Bonaccorsi said. "We're
out anyone with that name,
not looking for anything
resemble Blues Traveler
overnight," instead "We
or Widespread Panic more
will tour indefinetly. We
than any of Chicago's
have no plans ~f taking a
would-be next big things.
break."
"It's nice to see a lot
If you check out
of Chicago bands getting
the band, look for an exrecognition," bassist Jim
citing show but not in the
Bonaccorsi said in aphone
Kiss sense of the word.
interview. "I don't know
They are cut from the
that there is a 'Chicago'
same mold as the All man
sound. Wejustcreatedour
Brothers Band, where
own niche."
good singing and good
For the Freddy
playing is what the crowd
Jones Band, the focus is
wants, not wild stage
touring, not singles or vidantics or pouty lead singeos. The young band has
·ers.
already hit Florida severai
"We're not jumpCabaret,st~ngMeredith
· times, opening for Wideing around, but we are
Inglesby, opens Friday at the
spread Panic the last time
courtesy/ CAPRICORN
having a good time,"
Annie Russell Theatre, and runs
theywerehere. Those tours The Freddy Jones Band includes. (from L) Simon, Jim, Wayne, Rob
Bonaccorsi said. "We're _ through Oct. 14. Call 646-2145
have helped the group and Marty but nobody named Freddy ..
not up there posing."
additional information.
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Coming Wednesday, October 4th, 1995
The University

·Central Florida's
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In the College. u s i n e s s Atrium

Come and Checl( Out
Central Florida
Part-Time Employment
Oppmiunities
Wednesday, October 4th, 1995 From 9am To 12pm
Sponsored by the Career Resource Center
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SUPPORT OUR

-

THE DAY BEFORE EACH
FOOTBALL GAME IS

SPIRIT

DAY!

Picture Yourself Winning A Saturn
· This 'Saturn 'day
. 11 A.M.
Tinker Field · ·
(Next to Citrus Bowl)
.

.

·. · How About Free -

.

.•Semester Tuitions• Book Allowances
·•Parents' Getaway Weekend ·
•BBQ at Lake Claire tor the Organization w/the highest attendance
•Cash Prizes .
Signed Collegiate Footballs from the UCFTeam and Head Cooch . .
•Not To Mention Free BBQ For the 1st 500 people!

Ride The SGA Buses. Call X2191 for more info.
· Sponsored By UCF Student Government,
UCF Alumni Association, and Saturn Of Orlando

~.SJ\T~N
Of Orlando
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Golden Knights fullback Gerod Davis,
"Mr. Everything," does it all on the field

The SID Wants You
-The UCF Sports Information Depart• ment is looking for" interns to assist with
soccer, volleyball and football. Anyone
intersted in gaining valuable experience
and working with some good guys call
Assistant Sports Information Diiector
Cory Rogers at 823-2142.
P.S. Check with an academic counselor
about possible internship credits.

by TIM SPRINGER
Staff writer

Sharing a backfield with one of
the most sought after running backs in
the country usually tends to overshadow one's own ability. However,
Gerod Davis is brightening his own as
well as the Golden Knights' future as
he showcases his skills and proves to
anyone who is interested that he really
is "Mr. Everything."
Starting at fullback in his senior
year,Davisisthecurrentall-timeleader
in yards-per-carry at UCF with a 5.7
average. When he's not carrying the

and secured himself the starting
tailback spot for the remainder of the
season. Through hard work and commitment, Davis put up record setting
numbers as the first freshman, in UCF
football history, to gain 1,000yards in
a single season.
The following season English
returned as the starting tailback and
was counted on to carry most of the
load. Davis became his blocking back.
With his ability to carry the ball having
already been established, Davis began
to show his versatility.
The numbers English put up in
his final season are of partial credit to
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ball, he's carrying his positive attitude
around the practice field and the locker
room. He was voted team co-captain
by his teammates for the work ethic
and constant leadership hedisplayson
and off the field. It became evi.dent in
high school that this young power
runner would be an asset to any team
that lacked leadership and a positive
attitude.
"I never heard a negative word
come out of Gerod's mouth," Rod
Bargaineer, former high school teammate said. "Ifsomeone missed a block
or omethin' he'djustpatthem on the
back and tell 'em they've got to make
that block next time."
In his senior year at Edgewater
High School, the National Honor Societymembersetasingle-seasonrushing record of 1,853 yards. For all his
hard work Davis was given an opportunity to further his education in the
classroom and on the football field.
Never having been one to let opportunitypass.Davisjoinedthe UCFGolden
Knights' football team as a fullback,
and the student body as an industrial
engineering major. .
After losing tailback Willie
English to injury in the first quarrer of
the 1992 season opener, head coach
GeneMcDowe11 chose to move the 5foot-9-inch, 215 pound freshman into
the vacancy. Davis made the best of
the situation and turned out a stellar
performanceashegained 151 yards in
his first game at the collegiate level.
He then followed up the performance
with two consec1:1tive I 00 yard games

Davis, as his ability to put hi tx:xiy on
a defender gave English additional
room to move the ball. \\'ben Davis
wasn' t putting would be tacklers on
the turf, he was being called upon to
carry the baJl. He fini hed the season
with 70 carries for 363 yards rushing,
an average of over five yard -percarry and three touchdowns.
Also on display, in po "ihly the
most pivotal season of his college
career, was his pass-catching ability as
he fi nished the season with 28 grab
for 286 yards and two touchdowns.
He was doing "Everything."
Going into the 1994 season.
Davis was in a position to call the
tailback spot his own. The departure
01'F1:glish left a vacancy that needed
tor:. filled and he was ready to step in .
But with the arrival of FSU transfer
Marquette Smith, Davis saw limited
timecarryingthe ball as a tnilback.His
season numbers werearcspcctablc94
carries for 471 yards and four touchdowns. But more importantly, the
tailback he led through the holes finished the season with over 1,000 yards
rushing. An obscured situation had
Davis well on his way to becoming the
complete package.
''I feel great playing the fullback position now," Davis said. 'T m
getting the opportunity to show that I
can block and catch the ball out of the
back field, and that is something that
can only help me to make the step up
to the next level."
The next level is oftheelite and
it is not an impossible goal for Davis to
achieve. As a senior, he is on the home
stretch of the collegiate football turf.
Hisskillsareevidentand hehas molded
them into one. From carrying the ball
to knocking defenders back where
they came from to catching swing
passes in the flat, Davis does it all. He
even passes- but don't tell anyone.

pholo/HUNT

Fullback Gerod Davis was limited to just 11 yards receiving
last Saturday against the McNeese State Cowboys.
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McNeese State did what FSU couldn't
do--embanass the Golden Knights
•

TRULY CRUSHED, from page 20

per game).
"We want to be just like
them - a great defense," said
UCF linebacker Nakia Reddick,
who had I0 tackles and one furn ble
recovery.
Defensively, it was a steep
climb with a stiff wind in their
.faces all game long for the Knights.
The UCF offense was never able
to capitalize on the five turnovers
the defense created.
"They scored on their turnovers and we weren't able to do
anything with ours," Reddick reiterated.
"They just beat us in every
single aspect of the game," said
offensive lineman Chris Tabscott.
Once again the glaring .aspect the Golden Knights were
beaten on were special teams. UCF
coach Gene McDowell described
the UCF special teams as atrocious earlier in the week, they
were stymied early and often_
Early in the first quarter
Nakia Reddick recovered a fumble
and UCF had. a chance to jump on
the scoreboard first, but kicker
Charlie Pierce had his 38-field
goal blocked. Nine seconds later
the Cowboys scored on a 53-yard
tipped pass touchdown. Again in
the second quarter a 36-yard Pierce
field goal failed to find the uprights, this time it wasn't blocked
-it was wide right. Two minutes
later the Cowboys made it 14-0on
a67-yard Kerry Joseph touchdown
bomb. Then, yet again before the
halfUCFhadany wind they might
have mustered sucked right out of
them. Pierce's blocked punt led to
the Cowboys final first half score
with just over five minutes left.
Even after all of that the
Golden Knights still had a chance
to erase the goose egg before the
half. With 46 seconds left in the

•

•

..

half Pierce had his second field
goal of the game deflected.
Any adjustments coach
McDowell may have made at the
half were thwarted when the UCF
offense turned the ball over on its
first three possessions. The Gerod
Davis fumble (first turnover) and
Daunte Culpepper interception
(second turnover) led to two
Cowboy's touchdowns in just under three minutes.
"When you come out and
turn the ball over three .or four
times on the first four possessions,
you begin to think that you may
just lose the ball game," said a
surprisingly upbeat McDowell after the game.
For freshman quarterback
Daunte Culpepper this game
proved that he's not only human,
but error-prone, too. The usually
collective quarterback rolling out
of the pocket looked confused and
in a hurry all night as McNeese
State's eight-man front s·ped up
the UCF offense. As the game
went on Culpepper got worse. He
completedsevenofhis 11 completions, and 71 of his 92 total yards
in the first quarter. The Cowboys
pressure also forced Cul pepper to
throw three interceptions.
"Culpepper is going to be a
heckava quarterback ... he has all
the tools, but I think that our defens·e geared themselves up to
stopping him," McNeese State
coach Bobby Keasler said.
The Golden Knights' only
score of lhe game came when
backup quarterback Kevin Reid _
found Stuart Stipe in the corner of
the end zone for a eight-yard touchdown with under a minute ieft in
the gari1e.
"They were a Jot better of a
football teat:ll," McDowell said.
"Maybe not yesterday, maybe not
tomorrow, but tonight they defi-

McNeese State may have won the game,
but at least we get to go home to Ortando
OM THE BAYOU
JASON SW!NOEY
Fol lowing UCF' s narrow (use
the term very loosely) 31-point loss
to Florida State two weeks ago the
football team · could travel in two
directions. Either emphasize the
point they made in Tallahassee, or
fall flat and not perform in the game
that really mattered. UCF lost the
game against McNeese State 49-7.
But enough about the game,
for more on that see EMBARRASSED on the front page. What I
really want to talk about is how such
a strong I-AA football program can
survive in the swamps with a high
school stadium and an elementary
school crowd (mentally). Here are a
few of my keen observations
throughout the game. First of all the
stadium looks to be about a million
years old, and before you say it
shows roots and the history of the
team, no it doesn't it's just crappy

Yet another stupid thing was
and run-down. The press box had
me seated in the open air behind a the team's nickname. Their Cheerhuge wooden pole sweating my ass leaders, or was it their Porn-Porn
off. The football team gets an "A," squad (yes, they actually have one)
was holding up signs in the third
but the facilities get a fat "F."
quarter
that read, "Go Pokes." I'm
The fans weren't any better,
not
sure
what a Poke is, or where it
showing little class by yelling obscenities at players, coaches and goes, but I'm certainly not going to
anyoneelsedonninganyUCFpara- root for one!
Another interesting celebraphernalia. These are the same fans
who were inconsiderate enough to tion ritual was how the cute innotake the cowbells off of their wives cent children in the grassy open end
necks.and use them as noisemakers zone celebrated their beloved team's
at the game (those cowbells must .touchdowns. The kids would run
sound like long nails on a chalk- their heads and fists into a huge
board to the UCF players). These wooden sign propped up in the end
are also the same fans whose big- zone, that was right before they rolled
gestovation of the night came when sideways down the hill to show their
they managed to successfully c0m- loyalty and high school spirit.
Last and least was the ROTC
plete a wave in a stadium with open
people manning the cannon (copyend zones.
"I've been here 12 ye.ars and cats). They're supposed to fire on
I've never seen them be able to do every touchdown, however, they
the wave," said a local photogra- missed two extra points and shot off
pher on the field during the game. prematurely on a missed field goal.
"They tried it last week against At least our ROTC guys never misYoungstown State, but couldn't fire, that is when they get the opportunity.
quite get it going."

COMPANY PRESENTATION
October 3, 1995
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker 5M, is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the stock brokerage business.
Qualified college graduates who enter our 4-12 month
Securities Training Program will prepare for Series 7
licensing and receive a wealth of experience working
side-by-side with a successful stockproker.
OLDE's COMPENSATION PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Attractive base salary & commission payouts
• Comprehensive health plan & vacation time
• 401K program
If you would like to succeed in the dynamic brokerage
industry, please attend our presentation for more information.

Date: October 3, 1995
Time: 3:00 pm
Place: Student Affairs Conference Room

~OLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE andSIPC
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Golden Knights linebacker Nakia Reddick led the defense
with 10 tackles, one for a loss, and a fumble recovery .

r

McNeese State humbles
the Golden Knights, 49-7
•Dream vs. Shaq - Just one
day prior to the event. the Dream
backed out. Call it nerves, but these
nerves were from his back problems
and was rorced to withdraw from the
event last Saturday night. Would this
actually have been a true one-on-one
ga~e between the two elite centers
from their respective conferences? I
doubt it. But there was I million dollarsatstaketobedaimed.Hereis what
the rules of the game would have
been: There will be JO two-minute
rounds with the winner receiving
100,()(X) for each round won. There
will also be a 3-point line and a 6-point
line (CountShaq out of either of those
possibilities; he would have struggled
from the free throw line anyway). A
12-second shot clock will be enforced
for both players. This game would
have been more of an advertisement/
publicity showdown rather than a true
one-on-one. This is what would have
been the opening shot for each player.
Shaq'sfirstshot will goofftheO-rena,
through Niagara Falls, over the moon,
under the Grand Canyon, off of OJ.' s
head, nothing but net! The Dream will
open with a shot something like this:
Fro~ Africa, off the Leaning Tower
of Pisa, through the Eyeful Tower,
over the Sears Tower, undertheN.Y.
subway, down Main Street, off Pat
Riley's head, nothing but A BRICK!
O'Neal by a landslide!
•'95 playoffs-It seems like an
eternity since we last witnessed postseason play. But this year it's back and
we'll have the honor of watching six
teams in the playoffs, rather than four.
Play begins tonight with the Braves,
Reds, Indians and Red Sox as definite
division winners. As of last Saturday,
with only two games to play, the
Rockies, Dodgers, Mariners, Yankees,
and yes-the Angels (still) had legitimate shots at still winning their divisions or earning a wild card spot. The
AL will most likely see a showdown
between Cleveland and Seattle. The
two hottest teams will duel through
seven games with the Indians prevailing in the 14th inning of game 7. Over
in the National League, the Braves and
Rockies will square off in the NLCS.
Braves pitching will lead them over the
Rockies in six. The 1995 World Series
will see the Cleveland Indians and the
AtlantaBraves.Braceyourself, 'cause
this one will beawildone,possiblythe
bestever.
•Dwight a Good(en) deal 1heMarlinshavebeenlookingheavily
into acquiring free agent Dwight
Gooden. Gooden threw for about JO
minutes last Monday in a tryout with
the Marlins. Gooden led the Mets to A
World Series Title in '86.
•Solar Bears - We now have
theonlysportthatOrlandowaslacking
-hockey.No,notaproteam,butthey
mayrecruittheOrlandoanNHLteam
in the near future. 1he Solar Bears are
the new kids on the block and their
making a heavy impact They haven't
even hit the ice yet and they' re already
setting records. The Solar Bears have
sold5.800 full season tickets forits41game home schedule. which is an IHL
record. The Solar Bears will open their
inaugural season this Friday against the
Vipers from Detroit

by JASON SWANCEY

7.

Sports editor

Things started off bad and
got worse for UCF on both offense and defense. The Golden
Knights gave up 457 total yard ,
however, managed to tally only
172 yards against the number one
team in I-AA, and the first-ran keel
run 9efense in the country (allowing only 29.8 yards and 9.8 poinl

LAKE CHARLES, LA.Gas on a flame, coals on a fire, salt
on a wound. The Golden Knights
had all this plus seven touchdowns
poured on them Saturday night in
Lake Charles, La., when the
Knights suffered its worst defeat
ever at the hands of a Division IAA opponent, McNeese State, 49-

5ee TRULY CRUSHED, page 19
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{Top) Marquette Smith hurdled McNeese State defenders
Saturday night. He finished with 47 yards rushing. (Right)
Cowboys quarterback Kerry Joseph shredded the UCF
secondary for four touchdowns.

UCF cross-country team stays on top with talent
into Floricia's top four."
Lou Snelling and Danny
Incantalupo have ran 2-3 through
the first two races.
The UCF men's and
"Lou is making a big impact
women'scross-country teams are
on the team because he has excelliving up to their billing as the
lent racing instincts. It's real1y
teams to watch out for this year.
showing in his performances,"
Through two meets, both
Mansur-Wentworth said. Jeff
teams have established themBudd, Toby Berndt and Jason
selves as both competitive and
Sullivan have also been making
extremely talented.
outstanding contributions to the
The men's team has two
team.
second-place finishes to show for
On the worn.en's side, the
its effort. They finished six points
issue being addressed is consis- .
behind TAAC rival Florida Intency. Sophomore Ktanah
ternational at the UCF Invitational and followed with another · Bresnick came back from a fifoutstanding performance at the
teenth-place finish at UCF to take
Osprey Invitational, where they
third at the Osprey Invitational.
were beaten by the national powHeather Schultz also rebounded
erhouses, the University of from a disappointing 20th at UCF
Florida.
to finish fourth at Osprey, four
The women's squad· reseconds behind Bresnick.
· grouped after a subpar fourth
"Heather and Ktanah ran explace finish at UCF and executed
tremely· intelligent races and it
extremely well in winning the
paid off," Mansur-Wentworth
Osprey Invitational.
commented.
Senior Rene Plasencia has
Senior Tiffany Hill epitoled the charge for the men through
mizes what Mansur-Wentworth is
the first two meets. He finished
looking for from the women's
first at the UCFinvitational when
team in upcoming meets.
he outkicked FIU rival David
"She has ran the most consistent of any of her teammates,
Lewis at the finish, then prowith a 14th place finish at UCF
ceeded to finish eighth at the
and seventh place honors at
Osprey Invitational.
Osprey," Mansur-Wentworth
However, as coach Marcia
added.
Mansur-Wentworth said. "Rene
really hasn't been tested yet. At
the UFinvitationaL we are going
Jeanne Lesniak, Christy
photo/HUNT
to turn him lose at the mile mark
Miller and Valerie Valenzuela
Golden Knight senior Tiffany Hill finished 14th at the UCF
so he can bash heads with the big
Invitational and took seventh at the Osprey Invitational.
dogs. Hopefully. he can break
see CROSS, page 19

by MIKE HORNBURG

Staff writer
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